Electric blanket wiring diagram
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Hello all, I'm new here but seems the place to ask. I have a sunbeam electric blanket that is not
heating. I do know about electronic repair and testing but I don't know much about electric
blankets, this is the first one I ever owned. I tested the blanket for continuity with my multi
meater and the blanket seems fine. The controller lights up and stays on but don't heat. I tested
the control and its putting out power as well, but if its not connected to the blanket it goes into
fault and the light flashes, but tested it said it was still But what do yall think?? I was going to
buy a new controller for about 25 bucks to see if that was the issue. And before I hear new
blankets are 30 bucks this is a queen size that is 87 bucks. So from what I said.. You think its
the control unit? I took out the connector where it plugs in, on it are 3 inline resistors and a I
want to call it a diode but 2 of the resistors wouldn't give me a reading. But the others seemed
fine, think I should replace those first?? I might work on it tomorrow so if I do ill post some pics
of the small board to show what I mean. Any input would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Dec 2, 2. Esteemed grand. We SURE could have used its model number. But any chance that it
is being this series and its controller might look like this?. Any chance that the small board,
which you describe its. See how much of this info might be the same as your unit 73s de Edd.
Last edited by a moderator: Dec 2, Dec 2, 3. Hello, and thanks for the reply. Well when i made
this post i was pretty tired, it was like 2 am and i used a phone.. I checked the connections over
and they are strong solders and the multi meter tested them no problem for conductivity, so i
don't believe the problem is in the pins. Im going to use your pic of the small board and
highlight the 2 areas i believe the problem is. And im sure i can find the controller with a fast
search. I can post pics of the actual unit here in a bit. Dec 2, 4. Dec 2, 5. This small circuitry is
wired in between the two halves of the heater wiring of your blanket for temp sensing and it
sends back a corrective signal to the main SCR based controller unit. I now can make out the
R1? You need to pass to us, all of of the numbers on each of the resistors and possibly any
small alpha-numeric designations being on the transistor, for us to techno-translate. Dec 4, 6.
Been working on fixing this set of 8 solar lights most of the day. Got them all working though..
Dec 4, 7. Hello all! Those two Inline resistors or what ever they are Did give me a reading. I used
the conductivity setting and 2 chips gave me a reading and the other two didnt, but those two
chips did give me a reading when i used the OHMs setting set to k. But here are those pictures, I
took pics of everything and tried to get decent pics. I got pics of the Small Pcb Board, the
controller in and outside. Dec 4, 8. From what I've read this is common with these Sunbeam
blankets. There might be a microcontroller in the blanket causing the problem. Dec 4, 9. Dec 4,
The component in the bottom left of that pic seems to be a wire-ended fuse. If so, check its
continuity with your meter. Dec 5, I just read it on multiple reviews, same unit. I had a " just
wondering moment" anyway to rip out the micocontroller and just hook it to a diffrent power
source,and maybe resist the power flow? But thinking of things ,, i seen how to make a blanket
with carbon ribbon using a 12v power supply for cheap. Like i said i just want it to heat the bed
a bit and turn it off. Sir great potato. Hey y y y y y mo' photos. We will be interested in the small
sensor board in your 23 photo of your post 7. Have the board disconnected from the plug that it
normally goes into, and then go into your meters OHMS mode and test for the SMD resistors
values as being 22, ohms ohms ohms Realize that we will then have to take a little foil slice out
between R14 and R15, for correcting of shunted readings, and then solder bridge the gap later.
Last edited by a moderator: Dec 5, OCD Repair Guy likes this. Dec 6, I'll test it out, was working
outside today finishing a few things before snow hits. And got it just in time its hitting tomorrow
morning. Glad I refinished and fixed my snow blower engine last week. A big hobby I found I
love is small engine repair. Ok so far I checked r 15 and in the same order I got a constant on 13
of Using my meter set to k omhs. Last edited: Dec 6, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Ask a Question Want to reply to this thread or ask your own question?
You'll need to choose a username for the site, which only take a couple of moments here. After
that, you can post your question and our members will help you out. Ask a Question. Similar
Threads help needed to repair an electric blanket heat selector. Fuse blown? Microwave no
heat. Help diagnose LTQ70 soldering iron no heat. Burnt out Blanket Controller. TC13B1-T
heated blanket controller testing help. Continue to site. Quote of the day. I have this project on
an electric blanket to do. I need to find a detailed diagram of an electric blanket. If you can find
that or not but I also need to find how to make an electric blanket. Please don't tell me to search
it or anything. The resistance wire is a special type of wire that's designed to get hot when
electrical current is run through it. The temperature controller is just like a dimmer switch that
controls how much voltage and therefore current flows through the rest of the circuit through
the resistance wire. One important function of the controller is to reduce the voltage from the
level it is at the wall V, typically to something safer like 24V or so. The controller can vary the

voltage level to allow for different amounts of heat. Add a plug and some regular wire to the
controller so it can plug into a wall, then some more regular wire and a plug to attach it to the
resistance wire. The resistance wire is just sewn onto a blanket which must be made of
heat-resistant material. It just runs in a big loop that is shaped in a pattern to cover the whole
area of the blanket. The two ends meet at a plug which attaches to the controller's wire. I
suppose a real electric blanket would add some safety features, like a fuse to cut off the
electricity if for any reason there's too much current flowing. Most practical heaters have a
heating element that can be switched on and off by a thermostatic switch turns off when
temperature gets to dialed value. The better ones also have a safety switch that shuts off the
heater if its temperature gets too high such as if it has a curtain covering it and not letting it
give off its heat. The best ones also have a switch that is position sensitive so that it shuts off
the electric if the heater tips over and the hot part is down on the ground. Fancier models of
heaters have thermistor-based heating elements that will shut themselves off or lower their heat
by raising their own resistance and causing less current to flow if they are getting too hot. It's
too simple to rate a diagram. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a
catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to
Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow
says Woody Allen 'was always hunting me'. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane
incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were
'straight-up cruel'. Before he stormed Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Answer Save.
CityZen Lv 5. Favorite Answer. An electric blanket is a very simple thing. Electric Blanket Circuit
Diagram. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. The temperature control unit
located between the blanket and the electrical outlet manages the amount of current entering
into the heat elements in the blanket. Electrical resistance wire and a temperaturevoltage
controller. Diagram of wiring a electric blanket. Is is based on the thermal properties of the
metal. The resistance wire is a special type of wire thats designed to get hot when electrical
current is run through it. Approximately 45 million electric blankets are sold in the united states
annually. A set screw determins the ability of a contact is made or broken. Im trying to
understand just how an electric blanket heat controller works. Of the thousands of images on
the internet related to new electric blanket circuit diagram weve picked out the best for you
including electric blanket circuit diagram wiring for sunbeam library electric blanket circuit
diagram t3 nonfunctional heating teardown repair youtube electric blanket circuit diagram
wiring ponents household. Its temperature is controlled by a thermostat found in the blankets
control pad. You will found the great ideas for your here now you can start by selecting one of
the image gallery below so please enjoy and lets check this out. The blanket has wires on the
inside that heat up when the electricity is turned on. This digital photography of electric blanket
circuit diagram wiring for sunbeam library is the best ideas that we have chosen from
thousands of designs available on the internet. Repairs are needed when connections come
loose or when the heating wire breaks. The one i have is soley a mechanical device. Any insight
would be helpfull. Check the electric blankets module cord connection which is located at the
foot of the bed to the left of the label. Listen for a clicking sound to ensure the cord is securely
fastened to the module. Much like heating pads electric blankets use an insulated wire or
heating element inserted into a fabric that heats when it is plugged in. An electric blanket is a
very simple thing. History the devices that evolved into todays electric blankets were first
intended for invalids. So how does it work. An electric blanket is a comfortable help in cold
weather. Press the electric cord into the slot between the two plastic strips of the module. There
are two main components. Psc camper conversions recommended for you The worlds safest
warming products feature not only luxuriously soft and comfortable fabrics but patented low
voltage technology as well. Wrg Electric Blanket Wiring Diagram. Simple Electric Blanket Circuit
Diagram. Grades 9 12 Opsparc Nasaopsparc Nasaspinoff. Cannon Heated Blanket Druglawyer
Info. Heating Pad. Gen Tran Instructions. Automotive Horns Gtsparkplugs. Post a Comment
Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer
Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan
Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Latest Projects Education. JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Understanding an Electric Blanket Heat Controller. Thread starter iONic Start date
Oct 24, Search Forums New Posts. I'm trying to understand just how an electric blanket heat
controller works. Any insight would be helpfull. The one I have is soley a mechanical device. A
set screw determins the ability of a contact is made or broken. So how does it work? Is is based
on the thermal properties of the metal used? Does it detect current flow? All I know is that they
have so much slop in the temperature of the blanket. You turn it till the heat comes on and it
gets too hot, so you turn it till the heat goes off and it gets too cold. So somewhere between the

contact being turned on or off is the temperature I would be interested in and seems to be a big
guessing game! Thanks iONic. Scroll to continue with content. Markd77 Joined Sep 7, 2, There
could be a bimetallic strip in there, they bend in relation to temperature. BillB Joined Feb 28, 2,
The one I took apart many years ago had a bi-metal that also carried the current to the blanket.
A combination of ambient temp and heat generated by the current opened and closed the
contact. Here is the schematic for one: Patent by Northern Electric, applied for Sept 2, That is
most likely what it is. That could certainly explain the slop in temperature sensitivity of the
device. Although the scale is set from 1 to 10, normal operating conditions in home keep is
between 3 and 4, 3 being sometimes too cold and 4 being sometimes being too hot! What I need
are some levels between 3 and 4. I guess I'm asking for too much from 15 year old technology.
Need a new one based on PWM, thus settings will produce sensitive and predictable levles of
heat. It's just timed, the higher you set the control the longer the on cycle is. Timing is provided
by that bimetal strip heating and cooling. There are protection devices inside the blanket to limit
the maximum temperature only, they're rarely any sort of temp sensing device. Sad but true, I
probably took one apart 50 years ago out of curiosity and when my aunt's quit working a few
years ago I said I'd look at it - control system was essentially the same setup. I suppose there is
a small amount of feedback introduced from the room temperature's effect on the bimetal
switch. The current going through it. Or, in some cases, it is wrapped in an electrically
insulating material and then wrapped with a nichrome wire which carries the current and acts as
the heating element. I have enormous respect for the bimetallic thermostat -- because it works,
it's reliable, and it's cheap and easy to make. Like Marshall, I took one apart in the 50's because
I was curious how it worked and I'll bet there's little difference today. The basic principle upon
which they depend is that metals expand when they are heated. Different metals expand at
different rates look up thermal coefficient of expansion, which is usually on the order of 10e-6
per K if memory serves. Then two dissimilar metal strips are mechanically joined together
riveted, welded, etc. The principle is used in a variety of places. For example, fluorescent bulb
starters depend on the principle. Many thermometers use the principle. There are a gazillion
thermostats in the world that use it. You can even calculate the curvature of a bimetallic beam if
you know the elastic properties and thermal coefficients of expansion. You must log in or
register to reply here. Technical Repair 9 Apr 30, You May Also Like. Continue to site. Thursday
at AM. Tuesday at PM. Understanding FPGAs. Feb 12, Understanding power protection circuit in
Raspberry Pi. Help understanding electric fence charger circuit? Apr 30, Sew the cable on only
one half of the pad, you will then fold the pad in two and sew the edges so that the cable will be
protected from both side. Connect the two ends of the heating cable to a screw terminal. You
should sew this screw terminal on the pad. Connect two electrical wires from the screw terminal
to the dimer. I used the one I had at home: not very aesthetic, but efficient! This one didn't work
so well, especially because the cable touch itself, and it created a short-circuit. Also the top of
"thing" is very fragile. You must calculate how much resistance you need on your circuit
depending on your amps because if the resistance is not enough high your power supply will
have to generate too many amps and thus will either destroy itself burn or shutdown. At 48W he
says the wire burns him. It might burn the pad and even the mattress, cf. So I decided to
increase the length of the heating cable to increase the resistance. I will also space the wire a
bit more from 4cm to 6cm. The small pad doesn't fit for the bed, it get crumpled. It's nearly
impossible to get it stay straight. It made some loops to enroll the extra wire but it's a bad idea
as the heat it burned the pad and even the mattress at the location. Based on my experience,
the heat generated by about 2 to 2. Does anyone know how the 4 wire Sunbeam heating pads
work? It's not just in parallel. I'm needing a diagram or a good explanation of how 4 wire pads
function. Oh man this sounds SO cozy! It's also amazing to think about adding heating
elements to so many different types of furniture, or maybe I just don't like the cold Reply 5 years
ago. You could connect them in many ways, just by twisting them and taping for insulation
quick and dirty remove the insulation where they touch first! I would solder them you don't need
a soldering iron to do that, just heat the tip of a nail and use it to melt the tin, it's like a glue,
very easy to do. BUT be careful because if you remove a section of wire, you will get more
power coming on the remaining wire so it will heat more it might burn if you remove to much of
it as the wire might heat until becoming red. By hobhob Follow. More by the author:. Make
yourself a cheap heating pad! Ecological and financial benefit : you don't get to heat your room,
just yourself. It's very important that the heating cable doesn't touch itself, in no point: this
could create a short circuit and the cable could become cherry red and start to burn. Some
cable have a coating but the coating of the one I bought is very symbolic: a simple scratch and
it is off. The length of the cable should be long enough to generate enough resistance otherwise
your AC adapter will burn down but at the same time, the shorter the cable is, the warmer it will
be Well, the tricky part of this project is to find the right length according to your adapter: cf

Step 5 Advantage over an electric blanket: Much cheaper hygienic : there is no real need to
clean it but you could immerse it in water if you want since the pad is just made of plastic and
metal wire. Much safer and durable : the cable have less risk to touch itself or to be twisted and
then break , so technically it should be usable forever it's not the case for electric blanket since
you need to wash them and since when you move the blanket, the wire get slowly twisted which
is very bad for the cable especially hen it's hot Very light and not cumbersome : a very
important feature for people who move a lot. I have a nomadic life and I can't afford to move
with a lot of stuff when I move from one place to another : warm blankets are too heavy and
voluminous. This pad is perfect since I can even use my computer's AC charger during the
night and if for some extreme reason I cannot carry it, it's fully recyclable. To make the pad:
50x40 cm pvc coated fiberglass mosquito nets for window or you can use an old blancket to
sew the wire on it sewing thread and needle a heating wire: The difficult part is to determine the
type of heating cable and the length you will need. The length influences the heat generated by
the cable It took me about 1 hour to sew the cable, there may be better way of fixing the cable.
You should sew this screw terminal on the pad Connect two electrical wires from the screw
terminal to the dimer. Connect the5. Oth
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er 5 year old electricty skilled people like me might need that! Feed-backs after few months On
a chair: to fix the pad, I sew the two little red pieces of fabric, but it I found out later that it's
better to sew 4 of them, one at each corner. In a bed: you can use a string to fix the pad to the
spring-bed under the mattress. But I don't have a spring-bed, so I use another sheet that I fold
in the widthwise direction, put the pad in between the folds and put this folded sheet under the
fitted sheet and put the two extremities under the mattress. I made two pads, one 30 x 40cm and
the other one 20 x 30 cm and I definitely prefer the big one more comfortable. I never need to set
it up higher, as this generates more than enough heat to feel warm. Did you make this project?
Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. MsSweetSatisfaction 6 years ago on Introduction.
Awesome job, and welcome to instructables! Flashahah 5 years ago. How do you go about
connecting the twopieces of heating wire.

